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Act Like Yourself

Key Thought: RARE Relationships are build when we act like our true selves in 
difficult circumstances.  Our true self is shaped by following our Good Shepherd, 
Jesus.
 
What You Do When You Forget Who You Are
 
Underlying Principle of Identity: Your identity always comes form _________________ 
to a group.
 
You build RARE relationships when you have a ________________ character shaped 
by your identity in Christ.  This means that no matter what emotions you face, 
those around you know that you will (eventually) __________________ like your true 
self in Jesus.
 
What do you Act Like? (John 10:10-15)
Jesus’ identity is tied to the __________________ with His Father (v. 14-15)
 
The Thief gets his identity from _______________ with Jesus (v.10)
        The _________________ — defined as “Jesus” sheep (v. 14)
        The _________________ — defined by the enemy (v. 12)
        The _________________ — lack a core identity (v. 12)
 
What are two obstacle to acting like our true identity?
        ____________________ — Our emotional buttons that get pushed.
Simple fact: When I am _________________ I am no longer acting like ______________.
        ____________________ — The identity we show to cover up our weaknesses.
 
Becoming the Real You
The _______________ of who you are in Jesus  (2 Corinthians 5:17, Galatians 5:22-
23, Ephesians 4:21-22)
        Your _________________ changes when you put your faith in Jesus
        The ____________ you is filled with the Spirit and His “____________”
        You have the power to “___________” the old self and “___________” the new self

Practical Steps:
        Be ________________ with the Holy Spirit (Ephesians 5:1-2, 18)
        Surround yourself with _________________ to “_________________”
        “Put off” ______________ and ____________ and “Put on” your new _____ in Christ
 
Putting Off Triggers, to Live in Christ
        ___________________ that I am triggered. — “I am triggered right now.”
        Admit that I am not acting like _______________. — “This is not who I really am.”
        Make __________________ where necessary. — “I’m sorry for the thing I said/did”
 
Putting off Masks to Live in Christ
        Remember _______________ you are
        Remember ________________ (1 John 4:18)


